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Happy Mother’s Day to all of our moms and the mom’s within our 
Chapter.   Love you all – Diane.

Hey there Chapter Members, we have an opportunity to make a 
young lady's birthday a day to remember.   Her mom contacted 
Caliente IRT the H.O.G. Chapter asking if some members of our 
H.O.G. Chapter could do a drive by to help her family celebrate her 
13th birthday.  They had to cancel the actual birthday party and 
are trying to find ways to make her day.  Of course, I cannot 
commit as we have officially suspended operations at least until 
next month.  We also don't normally do things like this but we have 
never had to deal with a pandemic either.   However, sometimes it is 
the little things in life that bring the greatest joys and memories 
and I know that many of you are looking for any excuse to get out 
and ride. 
 
In this case (like all activities), as the Director, I conduct a risk 
assessment on any functions that involves this Chapter.   I feel that 
participating in this drive -by, has little risk as there will be no 
personal contact and all other risks associated with riding 
motorcycles are no different from how we routinely do business 
anyway.   
 
So in the end, we make the day for this young lady and her 
immediate family which is the primary deal.  I also feel that the 
positive message we send to the community by our doing this event, 
will do a number of things for our Chapter.  It is a plus not only for 
the motorcycling community at large but specifically to H-D, the 
Caliente Dealership, and specifically our H.O.G. Chapter.  I will also 
state that it gives us as a chance as a Chapter to re-establish 



contact amongst ourselves and practice social distancing as we fist 
bump and play elbow tag.
 
Before I commit to this endeavor, I need some feedback from you.  
I ask that you e-mail me (director@calientehog.com) by lets say 
noon Tuesday if you plan on attending so I can get back to this 
young lady's mom as to if we will be participating.  The event will be 
on Saturday, 16May.  I am looking at meeting up at Caliente with a 
KSU of 6:15 pm.  From there, we will meet up with the rest of the 
family and friends who are participating with this event and look to 
be driving by this surprised young lady at 7:00 pm.  When we meet 
up, we will get more info on where they would like us in 
their formation and other particulars.  I anticipate only one pass by 
the house but we will see what they want to do when we meet up.  
We do the drive-by and from there, we are mission complete and 
you can scoot back to home.  Let me hear back from you.   
Regards.  F2  Frank Knapp  Director, CCSA
 

CALIENTE HOG RIDE CALENDAR:

All rides for the month of May have been cancelled.
 
EVENTS:
  
6June – Chapter Social 10:30 am – Caliente Dealership

·         Road Captain Meeting, New Member Orientation, LOH 
Meeting times will be adjusted based on when the 
dealership will be open.   
·         Fundraiser – Caliente Dealership - 11:00 am – 3:00 pm

  
-- 
Diane "Strapless" Pittman 
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